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(Notes by: L. Brown, Ro Burleigh, R$ Byrns) 
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CIRCULAR MACHINES 

Accelerating Gap 

Dee a 

Median Pl ne 

The fact on which the cyclotron operation is based ia that the time re .. 
qUired for revolution of a particle in a magnetic field ie independent of the 
energy of the particle. The frequency of the voltage which must be applied to 
cause'the machine to stay in step with the particle ie called the Larmour frequency .. 
This frequency is low compared to'the frequency required for operation of a linear 
accelerator. The development of the linear accelerator was delayed due to the lack 
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of a good high-frequency power supplyo 

Professor Lawrence developed the first cyclotron by app~ing the !armour 
frequency to the two dees (electrodes) of a cyclotrono 

The ione etart on their path through the machine by beingpulled out of 
the source by the voltage applied on one of the deeso The particles go through the 
machine by being pulled across the gap, each trip acrose the gap giving the particle 
additional energy and causing the particle to move at a larger radiuso 

In order to keep the particles focused at the median plane the poles are 
made slightly conicalo This has the effect of reducing the field with increasing 
radius and produces a bowed shape to the fieldo As the force on a charged particle 
moving in a magnetic field is at right angles to the flux lines it will be seen that 
a particle which moves away from the median plane will experience a component of 
force pushing it back to the median planec (See diagram Page 1). 

The shape of the field is governed by the following cQneideratione: 

lo The field must decrease with increase in radius to pro
vide an axial restoring force as explained aboveo 

2o The field must not decrease faster than 1/radius to pre
vent ions spiraling outwardo 

3o The field must be such that the frequency of axial oscil~ 
lations is not a small integral number times the frequency 
of the ra<Ual oscillations (or vice versa) to prevent the 
transfer of energy from the one mode to the other resulting 
in such large amplitudes that the particle is losto 

In a conventional or nnn-frequency modulated cyclotron, the dee voltage 
is roughly proportional to the output energy squaredo This obviously means high 
dee voltagee; for instance, to accelerate deuterons to 100 MEV in the 184" cyclo-a 
tron without frequency modulation (as originally planned) would require a dee vol
tage of on~ million voltso 

The 60" cylcotron proiuces 20 MEV deuterons with about 100 kilovolts dee 
to ground voltageo With 2 dees and hence twice this voltage acrose th• gap and 
with two accelerations per turn, the minimum number of turns required is theore
tically: 

208 000,000 Volts = 50 Turns 
4 x 100,000 Volte/turn 

Actually about 200 turns are requiredo 

The time required for acceleration at 12 megacycles voltage frequency is1 

!1m SYNCBR.OOYCLOTRON (QR FREQUENCY MODULA'® CYCLOTAON) 

The energ;r to which a particle may be accelerated in the conventional or 
CW cyclotron is limited b.1 the high dee voltage required to accelerate the particle 
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to relativistic energies0 As the mass of the particle increasee the particle be-. 
comes retarded in phase (a heavier particle takes longer to make a complete turn) 
until it b out of etep with the accelerating voltage and the particJe is lost,. 
The conventional cyclotron in order to excite a particle to high energies must do 
this in as few turns as possible so that the particle may be accelerated before get
ting too far out of step. The alternative of increasing the magnetic field as the 
maes (and·correspondingly, radiue) increases, is ruled out by the neceMity of fo
crueing .. 

I 

The eynchrocyclotron overcomes thia difficulty by modulating the BF fre
quency on the dee so that the accelerating voltage ann the particle keep in steps 

( i .,e .. , the RF frequency is decreased as the particle spirale outward with d ecreP.~ing 
angular frequency). · 

-+------

Lour Pole 

. In the conventional cyclotron two dees are advantageous as for a given 
voltage across the gap only half that voltage appears from dee to ground, thus re
ducing the sparking problem.. In the synchrocyclotron, however, high energie!l may 
be obtained with moderate accelerating VQltages and therefore, only one dee is 
usually used. 
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The principle of phase stability (developed independently by McMillan and 
Veksler) applies to the synchrocyclotron in a similar, but not identical, manner to 
that which hae been previously described for the linear accelerator. 

( Voltage 
across 

Gap Early- Late..-

\ 

This refers to arrival of Particle at Gap 
relativ• to accelerating voltage 

Phase stable aegion 

Time 

Consider two particles 1 and 2 indicated on the graph of voltage vs. time 
and shown in the plan view of the pole~ Particle 2 arriving at the accelerating gap 
later than particle 1 sees a smaller voltage and therefor~, experiences a emaller 
accelarationo Particle 2 then has a lower velocity than 1 and therefore, describes 
an orbit of smaller radius than L Due to the fact that the field is decreasing 
with radius, particle 2will he in a stronger magnetic field and will therefore 81""" 

rive earlier on the next cycle and will then pick-up more energy# :Conversely, a 
particle arriving too early will pick up more energy, will then circulate in a re
gion of lower magnetic field, and therefore, arrive later on the following cycleo 

The situation described above applies to changes in velocity of the par
ticle,. In a·:Similar manner it may be shown that this also applies if the particle 
is considered to have essentially constant velocity and increasing mass (iDe., a 
particle arriving late eXperiences a smaller increase in mass than one arriving 
earlier, will then circulate in a region of higher magnetic fit~ld, and will there
fore, arrive earlier on the next cycle)o Thi! principle, then, apnliee to both re
lativistic and non-relativistic energies.,.. Particlee that ar~ not caught in the 
phase stable region are loeto 

Comparir;ig phase stability in the linear accelerator with that in the ep• 
chrooyolotron, it will be, seen that the phase stable :region for the Unear acceler
ator ie on the ri.eing portion of the ·voltage .. time aurve, whil• t.h• pbase stable re
gion in the synchroo~totron ie on the falling por,ion; 

linac .. late:··unstable 
synchro - late - stable 

!t should also be pointed out that phase stability in tbe ~r»chrooyolo
tron is dependent upon the roagnettc tbld decreasing wi-th :ztad1us while ~.n the linear 
aooelarator magnetic t1el4 considerations are o£ no oonoer.n il:l relation to phase 
~tabilitYo, 
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SYNCHROTRON 

The synchrotron operates on the principle of phase stability and acceler
ates particle~ in the relativistic regioneo There are two general classes of syn
chrotrons: electron accelerators and proton accelerators$ 

, In the electron synchrotron the particle velocity is so high, approaching 
(the speed of light., that it may be considered almost constant, hence the frequency 
lof the accelerating RF voltage is constanto The radius of the particle path ie prac
tically constant and the magnet is pulsed~ As energy i!! gained and ef'fectiv.e parti
cle mass increases 9 the rising quarter cycle of increasing magnetic field is used 
to hold the particle in its orbito 

The Synchrotron (Building 25) at Berkeley hae a peak energy of about 320 
MEV electronso 

Iron Flux Path 

Accelerating 
Eleotrod• ·· 

I 

Toroidal Vaeunm Chamber envelope 
of Particle Path 

.Synchrotron Section 

The accelerating electrOde in the synchrotron be'hsves ·electrically As 
does a cyclotron dee. l sector of the quartz vacuum chamber is copp8r plated to 
form the electrode; the plating is divided into annular !trips to reduce eddy cur
rant loeses .. 
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As the proton avnohrotron accelerates heavier particl•s, they pos~e~ a 
lower velocity tor most of the accelerating periodo Theref~re, a variable fre
que-ney ac.~lerattng: voltage must be used; the magnetic field or the proton syn
chrotron J~~imilar to that of the electron synchrotron. 

Four gaps in the magnetic field are providedo The injector, the acceler
ating electrode and the. target are each placed in one of the gap!!!. Particle sta
bility i~ greater with four gaps than with two, as resonance with radial oscillations 
is redUced., 

50 ft .. R 

BETATRON 

_L 
I -1-
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P~an View 
Berkeley Proton Synchrotron 

Acc•lerating Gap 
also Targete aDd 
Injection 

No Magnet.ic 

Focusing Here 

Magnet-ic Field 

The synchrotron at Berkeley uses a b~tatron cycle to bring electrons from 
th,ir injected energy up to a velocity where the cynchrotron cycle can take over. 
The betatron wa~ dev~loped before the synchrotron, and i~ used exten~ively for the 
commercial production of X-ray!'!., About 100 betatron machines have been built by 
Alli$-Chalmers and General Electricc 

The beta~ron is a magnetic induction acceltrator. Acceleration i! accom
pli~hed by a ,changing flux threading the particl• orbitc Rising A!S8neti.c flux pro
duces the driving force., In effect the flux move~ at right ahgles to the particle 
path producing a component along the path whicb $cceler$tea the particle. During 
the whole cycle a continuou8 accelerating tor~• acts~ hence p~a!e stability presents 
no probleme 
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Coila 
d Central Flux 
dt 

tFl 

Betatron Cros~ Section 

, Magnet del'lign for betatron action is very criticaL T!1e rPtil") of rate of 
change in field at the orbit1 dB/dt, to the rl'lte of chenge efflux +nrour:h the core, 
dpj/dt1 must be con~tant to produce acceleration; cl.¢/dt = dB/dt('K'). Thi!" critical 
ratio may be achieved by a<ijusting the gap in +1 tf:' central mac;net coreo 

BecauM of com~tP.nt a':lcelerr..tirm~ (circular pnth, accelerntion toward~ 
center) the electron~ exn~rience a radiatil")n loss~ To pro•·ice for this loss, the 
tr.niversit.y of Illinnil'l mac~ine has a separate core for th~": central flux with se
parate exciting windings to _o-ive a higher valu~ ,.,f J{ at high energie~ .• 

• 
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